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Item # Description Pg # 
107121 stamp set-Many Merry Messages 139 
112968 Soft Holly Wheel (with handle) 39 
105219 ink- Always Artichoke 165 
105199 ink cartridge-Always Artichoke  165  
105123 cardstock-Bravo Burgundy  165  
102898  cardstock-Mellow Moss 165  
109053  ribbon-Bravo Burgundy 5/8" Grosgrain  186  
101055  Crystal Effects  191  
1020232 Dazzling Diamonds Glitter 190 
105226 ink refill-Bravo Burgundy 165 
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Make this card in 9 easy steps:  
 
Step 1: Cut cardstock: Bravo Burgundy to 5.5 “x 8.5”; Mellow Moss to 4” by 5.25” 
 
Step 2: Fold Bravo Burgundy cardstock in half and use bone folder to create a nice crease.  
 
Step 3: Use Soft Holly Wheel with Always Artichoke ink cartridge to roll 2 lines of holly across bottom 
of Mellow Moss cardstock. Tip: Always start off your cardstock and end off your cardstock to ensure 
you cover both edges.  
 
Step 4: Stamp “Season’s Greetings” on upper right side using Always Artichoke ink. Tip: You can 
stamp it again, slightly off of the first image, to create a shadow effect. (Don’t re-ink between 
stamping) 
 
Step 5: Use a small disposable container to create a mixture of Crystal Effects. You will add about a 
teaspoon of Crystal Effects, a couple of drops of Bravo Burgundy ink refill and a pinch of Dazzling 
Diamonds Glitter and stir.  
 
Step 6: Cut off the tip of a Q-Tip to use as your applicator and use it to pick up your coloured Crystal 
Effects and cover the “Hollies” on your card.  
 
Step 7: Let DRY. Crystal Effects takes a while to dry…ideally; you want to let dry overnight.  
 
Step 8: After your hollies are dry, cut a piece of ribbon to about 6.5” and adhere ends to back side of 
card. Cut a smaller piece of ribbon to about 3.5” and use it to create a knot around your first ribbon. 
Trim ends with sharp scissors if necessary.  
 
Step 9: Adhere Mellow Moss layer to your Bravo Burgundy card.  
 
You’re done!  
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